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DESPIERTA AMERICA 4/1/2020 6:00 AM 2:00
President Trump warns that the next two weeks "will be very hard. White House 
projections indicate that the pandemic would leave between 100,000 and 240,000 
victims. 

PRIMER IMPACTO 4/1/2020 4:00 PM 0:21

More than one hundred coronavirus cases that have been confirmed in the united 
states, and the senate approved the use of more than eight thousand million dollars to 
combat it. The world health organization made a call to all governments, to try to stop 
contagion.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 4/2/2020 11:00 AM 0:25
As many as 25% of people infected with COVID-19 may not show symptoms. This could 
lead the CDC to recommend broadening the use of masks in public to mitigate the 
diseases’ spread.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION 4/6/2020 5:30 PM 1:54

Federal authorities predict that the week that begins today will be one of more 
hospitalizations and deaths. The number of deaths continues to rise and as things go in 
10 days you will see the highest peak of deaths.

NOTICIAS UNIVISION 32 4/6/2020 10:00 PM 2:00
UTAH'S number of covid-19 cases keep increasing. The governor has instructed more 
restrictions to avoid propagation of virus.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION NOCTURNA 5/9/2020 10:35 PM 2:04
It is vital, experts say, that governors have the ability to increase their ability to screen 
for coronaviruses and test for antibodies among those infected. But how reliable are 
these diagnoses

PRIMER IMPACTO 6/2/2020 4:00PM 3:00

Startinig this holiday weekend, many people enjoy the pools and beaches without 
using the social distance and without using protective masks; and the recent mass 
protests generate great concern, that a new wave of contacts with coronavirus is 
unleashed!! we are accompanied by doctor Juan Rivera to talk about this important 
subject. welcome!!
1) Doctor, we know the danger that these agglomerations represent, with the covid-19 
still latent!! when could we see the consequences?
2) The Italian doctor Alberto Zangrillo declared this weekend that from the clinical 
point of view the coronavirus no longer exists, which unleashed a great dispute. where 
does that conclusion get?
3) Those statements had a response from the world health organization and to the 
eEory university professor mentioned by dr. Zangrillo. what was what they said?

NOTICIAS UNIVISION 6/23/2020 5:30 PM 1:47
Leading U.S. health officials today called on congress to prepare for a second wave of 
coronavirus in the fall or winter

NOTICIAS UNIVISION 6/24/2020 5:30 PM 2:12
More than 35,800 people tested positive for the coronavirus in the United States in 
one day, the largest increase since the pandemic began. president trump may suspend 
federal funding for testing sites in five states

HEALTH_CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK
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NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 4/2/2020 11:00 AM 1:40
Report on how to stay active and healthy despite being quarantined at home due to 
stay-at-home orders issued to fight the spread of COVID-19. 

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 4/16/2020 11:00 AM 1:30 Recommendations for how to best avoid catching the coronavirus during trips to the 
supermarket for food.

DESPIERTA AMERICA 4/4/2020 6:00 AM 1:20

At least 45 states in the country are now under orders to stay home. That's almost 90 
percent of the U.S. population. President Trump, however, refuses to give the order 
for a "national curfew. Over 5,000 people have died from the coronavirus. Days go by, 
and the number of cases is already over 215,000. 

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 4/1/2020 11:00 AM 0:35

Renters are asking the government for assistance in paying rent since 3.3 million 
people have applied for unemployment since the coronavirus pandemic started.  
Residents of government-subsidized housing in 34 states will have a 120-day 
moratorium on evictions.

PRIMER IMPACTO 4/3/2020 4:00 PM 2:30

The coronavirus pandemic has caused the blood banks to run without donors, 
something that has taken the medicine and food administration to take measures !! 
we are accompanied by doctor Juan Rivera. welcome!
1) We know that the order to keep us at home has affected blood donations in a 
concerning way. what changes is the FDA doing to help with this?
2) The department of health makes a serious warning to smokers and drugs. tell us 
what it is about?
3) A lot of people fear with the level of exposure, especially after knowing that even 
talking about we can get contagious, then is nobody safe?

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 4/3/2020 11:00 AM 0:25
Delta will allow passengers two years to use credit from their flights canceled due to 
coronavirus. All travelers who suspend their flights now have until May 2022 to 
purchase new tickets.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 4/29/2020 11:00 AM 0:20
3.4 million people are temporarily skipping their mortgage payments because they've 
lost income during the pandemic. Under the CARES Act rescue package homeowners 
can skip or delay payments for up to a year.

NOTICIAS UNIVISION 32 4/14/2020 2:00 Thousands of people are finally receiving the stimulus checks that were approved by 
the government last month.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION 4/15/2020 5:30 PM 1:58

Hundreds of thousands of Americans continue to lose their jobs and wait anxiously for 
the emergency check that congress and the white house passed. in an unprecedented 
move, the treasury department ordered the name of president trump to be placed on 
checks

DESPIERTA AMERICA 6/15/2020 6:00 AM 2:00
It is known that the White House would be willing to send a new round of stimulus 
checks to both businesses and families. In addition, it would look for more effective 
options to speed up the delivery of funds.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 4/1/2020 11:00 AM 0:20
Most of the nearly 2 million domestic workers in the country do not qualify for the 
government's stimulus package meant to counteract the economic strain of the 
coronavirus. 

NOTICIERO UNIVISION 4/7/2020 5:30 PM 1:59
President Trump says the federal aid plan for small business is a success. but some 
applicants have failed to submit their applications, and the government admits that 
more money is needed.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION NOCTURNA 4/15/2020 10:35 2:06
Small business are particularly suffering the economic impact of pandemic 
containment. Most have closed their doors, and the few that are open have barely any 
customers and have had to lay off employees.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 4/30/2020 11:00AM 0:40
First-time claims for unemployment benefits totaled 3.8 million in one week bringing 
the total since the beginning of the coronavirus pandemic to 30.3 million.

COVID-19 _ STIMULUS CHECK
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NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION NOCTURNA 5/25/2020 10:35 PM 1:48
A federal reserve official said that in two weeks small business could begin receiving 
"$600 billion" in aid from the main street loan program.

PRIMER IMPACTO 6/12/2020 4:00 PM 2:23
If you do not declare taxes or does not work ... you have to receive money from the 
economic stimulus!! many do not know and have not claimed it. Ricardo Arámbarri 
explains to us what they must do to receive it

NOTICIAS UNIVISION 32 5/5/2020 5:00 PM 2:00
The state of Utah just announce the reopening of their state and national state park 
that had been closed since the second week of May.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION 4/14/2020 5:30 PM 1:57
The number of people killed by the coronavirus today exceeded 25,000 in the united 
states, as president Trump and governors vie for the right to reopen the country.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION 4/16/2020 5:30 PM 1:54
President Trump presented a plan today to gradually reopen the country's economic 
activities, the plan would be implemented only in places where large sections of the 
population are being tested for coronavirus 

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 4/17/2020 11:00 AM 1:00
The white house outlined a 3-phase plan to reopen the country including slowly 
relaxing restrictions on large gathering as well as opening schools and workplaces 
under safety protocols. 

NOTICIERO UNIVISION 4/20/2020 5:30 PM 1:54

President Trump and several governors disagree about the appropriate time to reopen 
activities in each state.
the president wants them to reopen as soon as possible, but the governors say more 
people need to be tested for coronavirus first.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION 4/27/2020 17:30 1:56
The CDC set new standards to safely reopen the country's activities, today they were 
sent to the white house including suggestions for schools, restaurants, churches and 
other businesses 

DESPIERTA AMERICA 5/5/2020 6:00 AM 1:40

At least 38 states are easing restrictions and reviving their economies. Almost half of 
them continue to see an increase in coronavirus cases, or fail to meet the guideline of 
keeping 14 consecutive days in decline. The nation records almost 69,000 deaths. 
Projections indicate that the figure will increase to about 3,000 a day starting next 
June, if social distancing rules are relaxed

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION NOCTURNA 5/10/2020 10:35 PM 2:49 Despite nearly 80,000 deaths and more than 1.3 million cases of coronavirus in the 
country, 47 states began reopening their economies.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 5/29/2020 11:00 AM 1:00
The CDC published new guidelines for public places such as including public pools 
found in gyms, amusement parks and apartment complexes

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION NOCTURNA 6/26/2020 10:35 PM 1:41
The covid-19 white house task force reappeared; vice president Pence said the country 
is better prepared now. however, several states stopped the reopening because their 
hospitals are filling up with patients

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 4/2/2020 11:00 AM 0:30
U.S. unemployment claims hit 6.6 million as layoffs accelerate in face of coronavirus. 
Nearly 10 million jobless claims have been filed in the last 2 weeks.

PRIMER IMPACTO 4/3/2020 4:00 PM 3:43

This week the unemployment figures in the united states reached an index never 
before seen, since the great depression !! those who have requested help add 
millions, but many others have not yet done, because they do not know the 
procedure. with the help of an expert, Ricardo Arambarri explains to us how this 
procedure must be performed.
and precisely, to avoid falling into the crime trap, the internal tax service or IRS for its 
acronyms in English, warns that we need to be more alert than ever, before any call, e-
mail or text message, staff to send you financial aid. they advise not to answer and not 
even open them, and to enter the irs.gov page, if they have any doubt.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION NOCTURNA 4/8/2020 10:35 PM 2:09

Claiming unemployment benefits is a nightmare for millions of people who lost their 
jobs because of the pandemic. applying online is chaotic because the web pages are 
completely congested, and many unemployed people don't know how to apply. 

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 5/8/2020 11:00 AM 1:20
A record breaking 2.5 million people became unemployed just in the month of April. 
This is the worst registered number in history since the Great Depression

DESPIERTA AMERICA 6/4/2020 6:00 AM 0:21

1,900,000 workers filed for unemployment benefits last week, according to a report 
from the Department of Labor. This would be interpreted as a sign of relief for the 
economy, although there are still some 42 million people out of work due to the 
pandemic.

CORONAVIRUS_ REOPEN
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CORONA-VACCINE DESPIERTA AMERICA 5/19/2020 6:00 AM 2:12
Moderna" company reports positive results in at least 45 people in search of a vaccine 
to combat Covid-19. Scientists say the news is very encouraging, although some 
believe the study was done in a hurry

CORONA-VACCINE NOTICIERO UNIVISION 5/15/2020 5:30 PM 1:58
Vaccines for everyone by the end of the year, that's the promise made by president 
Donald Trump and a special team he presented today at the white house

CORONA-VACCINE DESPIERTA AMERICA 5/26/2020 6:00 AM 0:037

Another coronavirus vaccine is beginning to be tested among humans. The drug 
becomes one of ten being tested on people worldwide. The U.S. biotechnology 
company "nova-vax", which is conducting the tests in Australia, says it generates very 
strong antibodies in animals, and pre-clinical tests indicate that it would have similar 
results in humans, and hopes to have it ready by the end of the year.

DESPIERTA AMERICA 5/19/2020 6:00 AM 2:11

Thousands of children will attend summer camps virtually, but there are others who, 
despite the coronavirus pandemic, will go in person. In the last few hours, the 
American Camping Association and the YMCA have issued guidelines for the reopening 
of these sites. This is what they suggest for camps and families.

DESPIERTA AMERICA 6/5/2020 6:00 AM 3:00

It's time to start evaluating children's return to school in the fall, suggests the director 
of the national institute of allergy and infectious diseases, Anthony Fauci, MD. the 
American academy of pediatrics in southern California also considers the negative 
consequences of not returning to school. 

DESPIERTA AMERICA 6/5/2020 6:00 AM 3:00

Children with bent necks and staring at a screen. A reality that is repeated more than 
we would like as parents during pandemic confinement. Studies indicate that such 
prolonged exposure to cell phones and iPods would take a toll on the eyes of young 
children, leading to increased myopia. Research also suggests that preschool children 
are using adult and adolescent applications. 

DESPIERTA AMERICA 6/13/2020 6:00 AM 2:05

There are more children in New York hospitals because of an unusual multi systemic 
inflammatory syndrome, similar to Kawasaki disease, which would be linked to Covid-
19. Health officials are investigating a hundred cases, and confirm patients in at least 
13 states. Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation's leading authority on infectious diseases, calls 
for caution, and not to assume that children are immune to the coronavirus. 

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 6/29/2020 11:00 AM 0:20
Citing the unrelenting spread of the coronavirus, a federal judge ordered that all 
children held in U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement custody for more than 20 
days must be released by July 17.

DESPIERTA AMERICA 5/7/2020 6:00 AM 3:00

When will the schools reopen? That's the question millions of parents and students are 
asking. But it is not just a question of the date, but of the conditions under which this 
return to school will take place. The American Pediatric Association is issuing new 
guidelines for reopening. They include considerations of instructional time, physical 
and mental health.

DESPIERTA AMERICA 5/21/2020 6:00 AM 0:47

Because of the pandemic, the government has "fleetingly" deported undocumented 
people. The most worrisome thing is that between the months of March and April, 
more than 900 children were deported shortly after they showed up at the border. 
While another 60 were deported when they were already in the country. 

NOTICIERO UNIVISION 6/27/2020 5:30 PM 2:08

The Trump administration has until July 17 to release all minor migrants it is holding in 
"ice" family centers in compliance with the "flores" judicial agreement, in effect since 
1997, which prohibits the government from holding undocumented minors in federal 
centers for more than 20 days

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION NOCTURNA 6/6/2020 10:35 PM 1:43
Federal authorities have continued to deport migrants to their countries of origin, 
where they could carry the coronavirus
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DESPIERTA AMERICA 4/1/2020 6:00AM 2:10

For 11 million undocumented immigrants in the country, what is happening is 
complex. There is no health insurance, they don't qualify for the economic stimulus 
package, and their employers regularly take advantage of this and offer them benefits. 
We talked to a group of Hispanics who are now hiding not only from immigration but 
also from the coronavirus. 

DESPIERTA AMERICA 6/5/2020 6:00 AM 3:00

They are resuming their services at the immigration and citizenship service offices, 
after two months of inactivity due to the coronavirus pandemic. Many questions arise 
about a whole series of new regulations and health measures they are applying.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 4/1/2020 11:00 AM 0:25
National Census day highlights the importance of participating in the 2020 census, so 
communities receive adequate funds to build schools, hospitals and recreation 
centers.

NOTICIAS UNIVISION 32 5/8/2020 2:00
Republican candidates for governor of Utah had their first debate where they 
discussed the importance of being ready to act when elected with the new era of covid-
19 as their primary topic.  

NOTICIAS UNIVISION 32 6/16/2020 2:00
Two weeks before the elections for the republican primaries for governor in utah, we 
will interview current lt. governor spencer cox in spanish to analize his views on 
immigration, economy, educations if he gets to be elected.  

NOTICIAS UNIVISION 32 6/19/2020 1:00

Today we continue with the series of interviews with republican candidates. Jon 
Huntsman Jr. will be talking about why after abandoning his position in 2009 to serve 
as the U.S ambassador in china and Russia, wants to be the governor of Utah again

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION NOCTURNA 6/6/2020 10:35 PM 1:43

Historic day of massive protests from coast to coast. the claim for justice after the 
death of George Floyd from police brutality and a stop to racism - these are the 
demands that are magnified in the country in all the demonstrations supporting the 
black lives matter movement. 

DESPIERTA AMERICA 6/1/2020 6:00 AM 1:30

In the last 24 hours, a new wave of unrest is shaking the nation, from coast to coast. 
For the sixth day in a row, thousands of protesters are demanding justice for the death 
of African-American George Floyd. Acts of looting and vandalism are clouding the 
demonstrations, forcing a curfew in some 40 cities, while at least 15 states are 
mobilizing the national guard. 

NOTICIAS UNIVISION 32 4/3/2020 5:00 PM 2:00
FBI is warning of potential scams in the community with the federal stimulus 
checks that will be delivered to millions of Americans in the U.S.A.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 4/17/2020 11:00 AM 0:50
The IRS is warning citizens about scammers that are promising people that they 
will receive their coronavirus stimulus check faster or in an alternative 
unapproved manner and asking for personal information in return.

PRIMER IMPACTO 6/5/2020 4:00 PM 2:53
In the course of the government starting to send the checks of economic stimulus, 
many have dedicated to the scam, at a time as difficult as the one we are living!! 
Ricardo Arámbarri tells us about this today, so that we are very alert

DESPIERTA AMERICA 6/12/2020 6:00 AM 1:34

A network of fraudulent pharmaceuticals, tests, masks and gloves gets dismantled. 
The unscrupulous who took advantage of people's needs during the pandemic, 
sold the items on hundreds of websites and would also have stolen financial 
information

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 6/24/2020 11:00 AM 1:30
The FDA has warned that several types of hand sanitizer made in Mexico may 
contain methanol, a type of alcohol that can be toxic when applied to the skin or 
ingested.
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BETTER LIFE VALUES

Protecting yourself and Family COVID19 -15 - Spanish_H26 04/01/20-06/31/20
4:00 AM-3:59 AM (Aired Total 

77)
:15

The PSA shows how to wsh your hand properly for 20 seconds to prevent the 
spread of COVID-19 along wih some of the CDC's prevention tips

Protecting yourself and Family COVID19 -30 - Spanish_H26 04/01/20-06/31/20
4:00 AM-3:59 AM (Aired Total 

409)
:30

The PSA shows how to wsh your hand properly for 20 seconds to prevent the 
spread of COVID-19 along wih some of the CDC's prevention tips to lower the 
risof getting sick with COVID-19

Protecting yourself and Family PSA_DRJUAN_CORONAVIRUS_30 04/01/20-06/31/20
4:00 AM-3:59 AM (Aired Total 

352)
:30

The PSA showcase a Dr. Juan who talks about that is coronavirus disese (COVID-
19) and how people can help protect themselves from resperitory illness 
following the DCC everyday preventive actions such as washing your hands 
often with soap and water for a least 20 seconds. 

Protecting yourself and Family PSA_DRJUAN_CORONAVIRUS_B_ 04/01/20-06/31/20
4:00 AM-3:59 AM (Aired Total 

58)
:15

The PSA showcase a Dr. Juan who talks about that is coronavirus disese (COVID-
19) and how people can help protect themselves from resperitory illness 
following the DCC everyday preventive actions such as washing your hands 
often with soap and water for a least 20 seconds. 

Public Awarness CMNB3679318H 04/01/20-06/31/20
4:00 AM-3:59 AM (Aired Total 

237)
:30

If You See Something, Say Something” raises awareness the importance of 
reporting suspicious activity to state and local law enforcement.

Ending Childhood Hunger CMNB3691819H 04/01/20-06/31/20
4:00 AM-3:59 AM (Aired Total 

222)
:30

Summer can be the hungriest time of the year for kids who have no access to 
school meals donate to No Kid Hungry  is working to end child hunger in 
America 

Cervical Cancer Awareness IKSPAB3018H 04/01/20-06/31/20
4:00 AM-3:59 AM (Aired Total 

238
:30

Know your body  aims to encourage women to  pay attention to their bodies, so 
they can recognize any warning signs  and seek medical care of gynecological 
cancer the disease.

PSA REPORT 3rd QTR       (see separate PSA Report)
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